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Biocommunication and Natural Genome EditingSpringer, 2009
This is the first uniform description of all key levels of communication in the organismic kingdoms of plants, fungi, animals and bacteria based on the most recent empirical data. Biocommunication occurs on three levels (A) intraorganismic, i.e. intra- and intercellular, (B) interorganismic, between the same or related species and (C)...
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Taking Your iPad to the Max (Technology in Action)Apress, 2010

	It looks different. It acts different. There’s no right way to hold it. It responds to the touch of your fingertips. It’s the Internet in your lap. It connects to the world, yet it is as personal as a well-worn book.

	

	Taking Your iPad to the Max is written so that anyone, from a computer- savvy teenager to...
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Windows Small Business Server 2011 Administrator's CompanionMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		If you run a small business, you don’t need us to tell you that the highly competitive
		marketplace, unpredictable economic cycles, time pressures, and technological
		demands are constantly exerting pressure on your bottom line.

	
		Your business needs the same technologies that large companies do. You need
		the...
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Complete Guide to OneNoteApress, 2003

	Complete Guide to OneNote is aimed at making users more productive by helping them organize what are today ephemeral and disconnected scraps of personal information gathered prior to the creation of a formal work product.


	This comprehensive reference explains this new category of software and its user paradigm, including...
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Web ReDesign 2.0: Workflow that WorksNew Riders Publishing, 2004
If anything, this volume's premisethat  the business of Web design is one of constant changehas only proven truer  over time. So much so, in fact, that the 12-month design cycles cited in the  last edition have shrunk to 6 or even 3 months today. Which is why, more than  ever, you need a smart,...
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Microsoft Office Live For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Automate common tasks like managing projects, customers, and documents
   The fun and easy way to share your data online and grow your business   

   Want to make Office Live work for you? Now you can get up and running quickly in all the basics with this nuts-and-bolts guide. From creating a Web site...
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Learning Kendo UI Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	With Kendo UI you can enhance your websites no end without having to write a line of code, and this tutorial shows you exactly how to utilize the code library of JavaScript widgets and tools. Thoroughly practical, brilliantly inspiring.


	Overview

	
		Learn from clear and specific examples on how to utilize the...
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Drupal for Education and E-Learning - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	You don't need to be a techie to build a community-based website for your school. With this guide to Drupal you'll be able to create an online learning and sharing space for your students and colleagues, quickly and easily.


	Overview

	
		Create a powerful tool for communication among teachers,...
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Photoshop CS3 Workflow: The Digital Photographer's Guide (Tim Grey Guides)Sybex, 2007
Set up an effective workflow and set your imagination free
If you're like most artists, the idea of structuring your work may seem at odds with true creativity, but you'll be surprised to learn from digital imaging expert Tim Grey that just the opposite is true. This latest edition of his bestselling guide to Photoshop shows you how proper...
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The Discipline of Organizing: Professional Edition, 3rd EditionNew Society Publishers, 2015

	This ebook exploits many advanced capabilities with images, hypertext, and interactivity and is optimized for EPUB3-compliant book readers, especially Apple's iBooks and browser plugins. These features may not work on all ebook readers.

...
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Enterprise Cybersecurity Study Guide: How to Build a Successful Cyberdefense Program Against Advanced ThreatsApress, 2018

	
		Use the methodology in this study guide to design, manage, and operate a balanced enterprise cybersecurity program that is pragmatic and realistic in the face of resource constraints and other real-world limitations. This guide is an instructional companion to the book Enterprise Cybersecurity: How to Build a Successful...
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Pivot Table Data Crunching (Business Solutions)Que, 2005
Become a savvy Microsoft Excel user. Pivot tables are a great feature in Excel that help you organize and analyze data, but not many Excel users know how to use pivot tables. Pivot Table Data Crunching offers a comprehensive review of all the functionalities of Pivot Tables from author ...
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